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Sammanfattning 
Denna rapport sammanfattar en studie kring optimering av två serier av handhållna pneumatiska 

borrar med pistolhandtag. Målet med studien är att höja effektnivån på verktygen med bibehållen 

ergonomi så som ljudnivå samt andra attribut som yttre dimensioner på verktygen.  

CFD simulering används för flödesanalys samt för identifiering av tryckfall i verktygen och ny 

design. I samband med simuleringen genomförs tester av effektnivå, ljudnivå samt tryckfall för 

utvärdering av verktygens prestanda. Prototyper framtas och testas i effekt- och ljudnivåprov.  

Slutsatsen från detta examensarbete är att det finns potential för verktygen gällande höjd effektnivå 

samt att det bör följas upp med fler tester av större population som ett nästa steg efter detta projekt. 
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Abstract 
This thesis is a study about optimization of two series of handheld pneumatic pistol drills. The 

goal is to investigate the possibility of increasing power levels while maintaining ergonomic 

characteristics regarding sound level and other attributes such as tool size. 

In the study CFD simulation software FloEFD is used for flow analysis and identifying pressure 

distribution over the tools. The simulations are combined with testing where power, sound and 

pressure drop tests are performed for validation and evaluation of the tools’ performance. 

Prototypes are designed and evaluated through power and sound level tests.  

The outcome of this thesis shows potential for improvements of the tools concerning power level 

and it is suggested that more tests are performed on a bigger population as future development of 

this project. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

A Area (m2) 

b Critical pressure ratio (1) 

C Sonic conductance (dm3/(s·bar))  

D Diameter (m) 

g Gravity (m/s2) 

hL Head loss (m) 

KL Loss coefficient (1) 

L Length (m) 

�̇� Mass flow (kg/s) 

n Speed (rpm) 

p Pressure (Pa) 

P Power (W) 

q, Q Volume flow (m3/s)   

r Radius (m) 

t Thickness (m) 

T Torque (Nm) 

T Temperature (K) 

V Volume (m3) 

x Coordinate (1) 

 

𝜃 Angle (deg) 

𝜌 Density (kg/m3) 

 

Abbreviations 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the project is shortly introduced in four sections; background, purpose, 

delimitations and possible methods. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Today major airplane manufacturers have a great production backlog. Efficient manufacturing 

tools can contribute to decrease of the gap between order and production rates. As a result, the 

competition between aerospace tool manufacturers is becoming harder since the interest in 

efficient tools is increasing among airplane manufacturers.  

Pneumatic handheld drills are common tools used in aerospace industry. Two examples of the 

Target Company’s pneumatic handheld pistol drills can be seen in Figure 1.  

 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 1. Hand held pneumatic pistol drills. (a) Tool A, (b) Tool B. (Target Company, accessed 2016.05.29) 

The tools are designed to have a high power to weight ratio, good ergonomics with acceptable 

level of sound and vibration. The Target Company has had a good reputation and sales over the 

past years. The goal is to increase the power in order to sustain the market share and ensure the 

future success in this market. 

 

1.2 Purpose 
 

The aim of this project is to increase the power output of two series of pneumatic handheld pistol 

drills of the Target Company. Other characteristics such as weight and ergonomics (sound and 

vibration) should be improved or kept at the same level. The tools in this study are named Tool A 

and Tool B for discretion of the Target Company. The nominal power level of the tools are 340 

and 500 W and the nominal free speed is 3300 rpm for both of the tools.  

The objectives of the project are to: 

 Gain knowledge about pneumatics and pneumatic drills performance. 

 Obtain knowledge about vane motors. 

 Study pressure distribution and fluid flow in the given tools. 
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 Identify tool components with the potential regarding pressure loss improvements. 

 Obtain knowledge about testing and errors related to testing of the tools. 

 Increase the power to weight ratio of both tools with maintained or decreased 

sound levels. 

 Test and evaluate power output and sound level of final prototypes. 

 

1.3 Delimitations 
 

In order to define the focus of the study, some delimitations have been determined. 

This study includes two series of tools (A and B) given by the Target Company. 

This study does not include: 

 Investigation of gearboxes, nipples, mechanical power transmission elements, silencer 

properties and exhaust flow deflector. 

 Changes in the tool appearance and exterior surfaces. 

 Solid mechanics aspects, for instance deformations caused by air pressure. 

 Redesign of the main structure and dimensions of the vane motor. 

 Manufacturing drawings. 

 Analysis of material choice of existing components. 

 Investigation of heat transfer in the tools. 

 Analyzes of vibration levels in the tools. 

 Cost analysis. 

 

1.4 Possible methods 
 

The project has been divided into four major parts, Initiation, testing, design and validation. 

Different approaches to the project have been discovered, weighted and chosen dependent on the 

benefits of each one. 

Background research is an essential part of Initiation. Reading literature regarding the subject of 

the study is one way to obtain knowledge related to the project. For getting a more practical 

experience with the tools, operating and testing the tools are further options available. Making a 

comparison matrix of Target Company’s and competitors’ tools would increase the knowledge 

about different technologies and tool characteristics while operating. 

Power tests, ergonomics tests, sound tests, pressure drop tests and other tool property 

measurements are good ways of obtaining knowledge about the tools and defining the components 

that can be improved. 

Different Design methods offer varied opportunities. Approximate analysis and hand calculations 

may spare time but are not accurate enough when used for evaluating test results. On the other 

hand, too deep analysis might cause lack of time in the project. Keeping this in mind, it is important 

to know that different ways of analyzing a new design, shape the project characteristics in different 

ways. The discovered options for modelling are listed below. 
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 Measuring and defining C and b coefficients for different components in the tools. See 

section 2.4.2. 

 Using flow simulation software for analyzing the flow through different components of the 

tools. 

 Implementing ideas from former studies regarding tool optimization. 

 Using trial and error method for increasing the output power. 

 Using simplified hand calculations for improving the current design. 

 Competitor tools comparison for implementing new designs and analyzing possible 

improvements. 

 Analyzing Vane durability and improving lifetime of the vanes in order to increase the 

overall lifetime of the vane motor. 

 

C and b coefficients can be used to analyze the flow and pressure characteristics of the tool 

components. However, theses coefficients are mainly based on empirical tests. 

The usage of flow simulation software offers many benefits. Depending on features of the software, 

design changes can be implemented and evaluated easily and fast. Having graphical overview in 

the simulation tools may help the project group for identifying problems with the current design. 

Combining the software simulation with test results can make flow simulation software a powerful 

tool for this project. 

Implementing design suggestions from former studies is a good option for this project. Former 

related studies can help with identifying the parts of the tool that have higher likelihood for 

improvement opportunities. 

Designing using trial and error should be avoided as much as possible. Simulation software and 

testing seems more reliable than estimations. If no other way is feasible, trial and error is used 

supported by high experience if possible. 

Simplified hand calculations are an alternative for the project. The reason why hand calculations 

are not widely used is due to the formulas with unknown factors in addition to complicated cross 

sections of the tools. Simplified analysis might be used for applying principal theories; however, 

usage of flow simulation software is a proper alternative. 

Making a proper competitor tool comparison may help with increasing the understanding of 

different solutions in pneumatic technology. As a start, power and sound tests can be performed 

on competitor tools. Further on, tools’ components can be compared. Whether the competitor tools 

will be analyzed further is a time and prioritizing issue. 

Vane durability is essential for the lifetime of the vane motors. For increasing vane motor lifetime, 

rubbing speed and contact pressure between vane and cylinder can be analyzed. However, the 

durability of the vanes might not be investigated in this project since lifetime is not an issue for 

the handheld tools. The knowledge about this issue might be used as a parameter for checking 

feasibility of the new design. 

Manufacturing prototypes of the new designs and performing power tests can be a reliable way of 

validating the results. However, performing individual pressure drop tests on the modified 

components at their operating condition may result in better understanding of how the new design 

affects the performance of the tool. 

To summarize, the method used in this project will be: 

Initiation phase: Planning, background research including literature studies and looking at 

competitor products. 
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Testing phase: power, sound and field tests on the Target Company and competitor tools and 

pressure drop tests on the Target Company’s tools. 

Design phase: Modeling current tools and new designs using flow simulation software, validating 

simulation results with results of pressure drop tests on current tools, implementing new concepts 

combined with concepts from former studies for prototyping and further development of 

prototypes based on outcome of Validation phase. 

Validation phase: Performing power and sound tests, performance comparison with tools with 

original design. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter provides a frame of references including vane motors, thermodynamics, fluid 

dynamics and sound. 

 

2.1 Pneumatic handheld pistol drills 

 

The structure of a pneumatic handheld pistol drill from Target Company is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Cross section of a pneumatic handheld pistol drill. (Target Company, online image gallery, accessed 

2016.05.29) 

 

The air enters the tool seen in Figure 2 from the hose and passes the trigger valve. The inlet of the 

vane motor is at the end plate and the exhaust holes are on the cylinder. The air travels through 

the motor and the rotation of the rotor is transferred through one or multiple planetary gears. The 

exhaust air passes the outlet holes of the motor and exits the tool after passing the silencer. 

 

2.2 Vane motors 

 

Air motors are widely used in handheld manufacturing tools since they are more beneficial in some 

aspects compared to electric motors. Air motors are not sensitive to reaching stall torque compared 

to the electrical current motor since the inlet pressure cannot rise over the provided pressure to the 

tool. Another positive aspect of air motors is their high resistance to overheating. Pneumatic 
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motors have self-cooling properties because the temperature of the air drastically drops with the 

decrease of pressure inside the motor. Furthermore, air tools are much more compact and have a 

higher power to weight ratio (Beater, 2007). Air motors are easy to lubricate and can safely be 

operated in hostile environments. These features are the main reasons why air motors have been 

widely used in the last decades and are still very popular (Carfagni, Furferi, Governi, & Volpe, 

2013). 

Some types of air motors are vane, piston and turbine motors. The handheld drills studied in this 

project operate with vane motors. 

The decomposition of a vane driven motor is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Vane motor decomposition. (Target Company, 2012) 

 

The vane motor shown in Figure 3 provides torque transferred to an output shaft through a 

planetary gear. The rotor is manufactured in an eccentric position compared to housing (cylinder) 

axis. Shown in Figure 4, the vanes are placed in radial slots. The pressurized air enters the motor 

at the inlet (blue arrow) and exists at the outlets (red arrows), (Target Company, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4. Types of vane motors. (a) Motor with expansion, (b) reversible motor, (c) no expansion.  

(Target Company, 2012) 

 

(a) (c) (b) 
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The vanes slide out from the slots until contact with cylinder housing is established. Two end 

plates cover the ends of the motor cylinder. (Target Company, 2012) 

Close to the inlet hole the vanes are pressed out to the housing due to centrifugal effect and air 

pressure behind them. Due to eccentricity, later in the cycle the vanes are pushed back by the 

cylinder housing. (Target Company, 1975). The pressure difference over the vanes is providing 

torque on the rotor and therefore converting the air pressure to mechanical power. (Carfagni, 

Furferi, Governi, & Volpe, 2013). 

The output shaft of the rotor is usually connected to planetary gears for adjustment of torque and 

speed. The planetary gears are chosen due to their compact design and high gear ratio (Target 

Company, 2012). 

Shown in Figure 4, the vane motor may be designed in different ways regarding reversibility 

function, number of vanes, expansion and positioning of inlets and outlets. Number of vanes in the 

air motors affects the performance cycle. Fewer vanes generate lower friction forces but may cause 

difficulties when starting up the motor. Fewer vanes increase the possibility that the position of 

the rotor and vanes is not suitable for startup. For the same reason the reported starting torque of 

a motor is the minimum guaranteed which is lower than the stall torque level (Target Company, 

1975). 

The power curve of a vane motor shown in Figure 5 has a parabolic shape where the power equals 

the product of the torque and the speed. At zero speed the torque is equal to theoretical stall torque 

meanwhile at free speed the torque is zero (Target Company, 1975). 

 

 

Figure 5. Power curve for vane motors. (Beater, 2007) 

 

Shown in Figure 5 the vane motors reaches its maximum power at approximately 50% of the 

motor’s free speed. At zero speed the Torque is equal to theoretical stall torque and it decreases 

approximately linearly and becomes zero when free speed is reached. This linear behavior of 

torque promises a stable operation of the motor with a linear decrease in torque with increased 

speed. The lower initial torque value in Figure 5 represents the starting torque which as mentioned 

earlier is dependent on positioning of the vanes during start up (Beater, 2007). 
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It is common that free speeds of vane motors are limited to avoid high rubbing speed of the vanes 

and damage. One way to limit the speed is to limit the inlet pressure into the vane motor. Common 

inlet pressure is therefore 6 or 6.3 bars for vane motors. However, this also causes less stall and 

starting torque (Beater, 2007). Another way of restricting the free speed is through adding a speed 

governor (Target Company, 1975). 

 

2.3 Thermodynamic characteristics of vane motors 

 

The section covers a brief overview over the thermodynamic principles for air motors. 

 

2.3.1 Pressure definitions 

 

The definition of pressure is generally defined as the force to area ratio. For pneumatics however, 

different pressure expressions have been developed for describing particular conditions. Pressure 

definitions are defined as the following (Beater, 2007). 

 

-Absolute pressure 

Absolute pressure is the pressure measured from the reference of absolute zero.  

 

-Atmospheric pressure 

Atmospheric pressure is the absolute pressure of atmosphere measured at the location of analysis. 

 

-Dynamic pressure 

Dynamic pressure is equal to the rise in the static pressure if all the kinetic energy of the fluid is 

converted to pressure.  

 

-Gauge pressure 

Gauge pressure or effective pressure is measured using the atmospheric pressure as the reference. 

 

-Static pressure 

Static pressure is the fluid's pressure measured without effects of fluid velocity. The static pressure 

equals the total pressure when there is no flow. 

 

-Total pressure 

Total pressure is the sum of static pressure and dynamic pressure. The static pressure equals the 

total pressure when there is no flow and the dynamic pressure is zero. 

 

(Target Company, 1975) 
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2.3.2 Thermodynamic cycle of vane motors 

 

In this section the working cycle of a vane motor and its thermodynamic characteristics is 

explained. An example of a vane motor cycle may be depicted as Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic cycle for vane motors. (Beater, 2007) 

 

Shown in Figure 6-a the beginning of the cycle the vane seals a dead volume named Vd between 

the motor inlet and zero clearance point of the motor. From position a to b the air cell is connected 

to the inlet and through a constant pressure process the volume of the cell increases to Vfill. From 

position b to c the volume expand and the pressure decreases in an isentropic process. Between 

position c and d the air cell is connected to the first outlet and the pressure decreases in a constant 

volume process. The air is compressed between position d and e and then is connected to outlet 

two between position e and f and the vane moves back to its original position (Beater, 2007). 

The thermodynamic cycle of this process is shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Thermodynamic cycle for a vane motor. (Beater, 2007) 

 

The expansion between point b and c in Figure 7 and the contraction between d and e is dependent 

on the positioning of the exhaust holes relative to each other and inlet hole. If the first outlet is 

positioned closer to the inlet no expansion takes place. Similarly if the second exhaust hole is 

positioned closer to first exhaust hole the compression will not happen. 

As depicted in Figure 7 the isentropic expansion generates a higher amount of work compared to 

a motor with only displacement (Beater, 2007). 

Expansion in the motor has not been used in the design of the two models of tools in this project. 

The reason is that these specific motors are relatively small and have a low air consumption. As a 

result the power output of the motor can be increased further by feeding more air in the tools 

instead of using isentropic expansion. 

 

2.4 Fluid mechanics governing the air motors 

 

The section is divided into pressure losses and flow characteristics of compressible flow. 

 

2.4.1 Pressure loss 

 

In pipe systems, head losses are mainly divided into major losses and minor losses. The major 

losses are losses related to pipe wall friction which cause frictional losses over pipe length. Minor 

losses however are for instance caused by valves, bends and tees and other components. The fact 

that these kind of losses may be of minor values is valid in some fluid systems; however, the minor 

losses may be of greater importance in other systems. Considering a valve which is controlling the 

flow in a system, the losses are widely affected by the geometry change of the valve and whether 

it is fully open, partially open or closed (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002).  
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One way of expressing these losses is through using the loss coefficient KL. KL is defined as the 

ratio of total pressure drop and dynamic pressure. If KL would be equal to one, the pressure drop 

would be equal to the dynamic pressure of the flow (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002).  

Changes in the cross-section area in flow systems is one cause of minor losses. A rapid change in 

the area can increase pressure drops in transition sections. As it is shown in Figure 8, a transition 

section with sharp edges causes even higher pressure losses compared to a transition with rounded 

edges. 

 

 

Figure 8. Entrance flow conditions and loss coefficient. (a) Reentrant, KL =0.8, (b) sharp-edged, KL= 0.5, (c) slightly 

rounded, KL=0.2, (d) well-rounded, KL =0.04 (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002). 

 

Shown in Figure 8 the flow cannot follow sharp edges and on the other hand rounded edges cause 

smoother flow lines. In case (a) turbulence may occur while in case (b) smaller flow cross section 

areas are created compared to (c) and (d). This contraction in the flow is called vena contracta.  

In Figure 9 vena contracta phenomenon being a consequence of sudden area changes and sharp 

edges on inlets is explained.  
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Figure 9. Flow pattern and pressure distribution for a sharp-edged entrance. (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002) 

 

As it can be seen in the diagram in Figure 9 at point 𝑥1, in (a) the flow speed is zero and all the 

pressure is, shown in (b), in the form of static pressure. At point 𝑥2 due to vena contracta and the 

increase in speed the static pressure decreases and is transformed to dynamic pressure. When the 

flow recovers its flow area at point 𝑥3, the speed is decreased and part of the dynamic pressure is 

transformed back to static pressure. However part of the pressure equal to 𝐾𝑙
𝜌𝑉3

2

2
 is lost due to 

separation of flow and vortices.  

Different shapes of inlets result in different values of losses. For an entrance flow the value of loss 

coefficient KL based on the geometry of the inlet can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. Entrance loss coefficient as a function of rounding of the inlet edge. (ASHRAE Handbook of 

Fundamentals , 1981) 
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Shown in Figure 10, the losses related to sharp edges can be reduced for an inlet by applying a 

fillet around the edges of the entrance (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002).  

Furthermore, losses in diffusers is depicted as Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Loss coefficient for a typical conical diffusor. (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002) 

 

As depicted in Figure 11, losses in diffusers can also be expressed with loss coefficient KL. For a 

conical diffuser the minimum loss coefficient can be achieved with an 8 degrees angle. As the 

angle increases the separation from the walls increases and increases the losses. For excessively 

large angles the value of loss coefficient becomes larger than one (the loss coefficient of a sharp-

edged expansion). Therefore, efficiently decelerating the flow is hard to achieve and requires long 

diffusers with a small angle (Munson, Young, & Okiishi, 2002). 

 

2.4.2 Flow characteristics of compressible fluids 

 

The flow characteristics of compressible flow is more complex than incompressible flow. One 

theory which describes the flow rate through a pneumatic component is the model developed by 

Sanville which is used as the base for ISO 6358 standard (Beater, 2007). 

The model uses two parameters b and C to calculate the mass flow rate in a pneumatic component. 

Parameter b is denominated as the critical pressure ratio of upstream and downstream pressure of 

the component where Mach number reaches 1 and the flow gets choked. Parameter C is called 

sonic conductance and is the ratio between mass flow rate and upstream pressure when the flow is 

choked (Beater, 2007). Figure 12 shows the relation of volume flow and pressure ratio.  
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Figure 12. Diagram of flow of compressible fluids based on Sanville’s model. (Hölcke, 2003) 

 

Parameter C shown in Figure 12 has a direct relation to size of the component (Hölcke, 2003). 

Parameter b is usually below 0.5 and can be close to zero for silencers (Ballard, 1974; Wikander, 

1988) or as high as 0.9 for Laval nozzle (Wiedmann, 1979). Both parameters are defined by tests 

based on ISO standards for each individual component and can be found in manufacturers data 

sheets. However, formulas for simple geometries have been developed. An example is Gidlund’s 

formula for a restriction is depicted in Figure 13 (Beater, 2007). 

 

 

Figure 13. Schematic view of a restriction in a long line (Beater, 2007). 

 

In Figure 13, d and D represents the diameters of a pipe and the restrictor hole and L represents 

the length of the restriction all in mm. Formulas for b and C (dm3/(s·bar)) are derived as 

 

𝑏 = 0.41 + 0.272√
𝑑

𝐷
     (1) 

𝐶 = 0.128𝑑2.      (2) 

 

Part of an ellipse 

Constant 
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As it can be seen in (1) and (2), parameter C is only dependent on d; however, b is affected by 

the ratio of d and D.  

The formulas governing the flow in the diagram in Figure 12 are: 

 

�̇� = 𝑝1𝐶𝜌0√
𝑇0

𝑇1

√1 − (

𝑝2
𝑝1

−𝑏

1−𝑏
)

2

  for 
𝑝2

𝑝1
> 𝑏, (3) 

�̇� = 𝑝1𝐶𝜌0√
𝑇0

𝑇1
     for 

𝑝2

𝑝1
< 𝑏 (4) 

 

where �̇� is mass flow rate in kg/s, 𝑝1 is the upstream pressure in Pa, C is the sonic conductance in 

m3/(s·Pa), 𝜌0 density of air at reference conditions in kg/m3, 𝑇0 temperature of air at reference 

conditions in K, 𝑇1 is the upstream air temperature in K, 𝑝2 is the downstream pressure in Pa and 

b is the critical pressure ratio (Beater, 2007). 

The formula (3) for 𝑇1 equal to reference temperature can be rewritten as 

 

∆𝑝 = (1 − 𝑏) ∙ (𝑝1 − √𝑝1
2 − (

𝑞

𝐶
)

2

)    (5) 

 

where q is the flow through the component (Hölcke, 2003). Shown in (5), for a constant flow and 

upstream pressure, a higher value of b and C results in less pressure drops in the component. Due 

to this fact, it might be of interest to investigate the effects of the geometries of the components in 

the tools and to optimize these coefficients. 

 

2.5 Sound and vibration 

 

As one of the goals of product improvement, sound and vibration levels are important aspects. 

The vibration part however is not considered as an essential part of this study since the tools 

already have relatively low vibration levels.  

 

2.5.1 A-weighted sound filter 

 

For measuring noise, measuring sound pressure level is common. The outcome of sound pressure 

level measurements are measured in dB and the results may be divided into octaves for a better 

overview of the frequency distribution. The human ear however do hear the frequencies 

differently dependent on which frequencies the noise contains. A filter for describing this 

phenomenon is therefore compensating for this phenomenon. A-weighted filter compensates for 

frequencies between 1 kHz and ~6.3 kHz by stating that the human ear experience an increased 

sound level. For the remaining frequencies a decreased sound level is experienced (Wallin, 

Carlsson, Åbom, Bodén, & Glav, 2013). 
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2.5.2 Sound generation from vane motor exhaust hole  

 

According to internal Target Company report, attempting to redesign the cylinder exhaust holes 

and adding chamfers to sharp edges may have a good contribution to sound and power levels of 

vane motors. For one Target Company tool sound pressure level is found to decrease with 4 dB 

corresponding to 50% of the original sound level of the tool (Target Company, 2012). 
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3 METHOD 

The method used in the project is a combination of CFD simulation and testing. As a first step the 

Target Company’s and competitors’ tools have been tested at the power test lab and sound lab to 

assess the performance of the tools. Further on, for identifying major sources of pressure drops, 

inlet and outlet passage of the Tool A and Tool B have been modeled in CFD software, FloEFD. 

For comparison, pressure drop tests have been performed on Tool A and B and the results have 

been used to validate the CFD simulation. 

Due to complications of modeling the vane motors, the motors have not been simulated as whole 

units. Instead the inlets of the motors have been simplified to orifice surfaces and modeled in 

FloEFD. The models have been used to understand the pressure drop magnitudes between different 

design variations implemented at the inlets. The outlet holes of the motor have been modeled in 

FloEFD through major simplifications. It has been tried to track the tendencies of improvement in 

pressure loss rather than precise changes. 

The fact that sound pressure level of the tools is governed by many factors and components inside 

the tool, sound tests are the only way of evaluating a new design’s sound level. As a result, as the 

last stage of the project the information gained by the simulations and the background research has 

been used for modeling new designs. The designs have then been implemented in the tools and 

evaluated by power and sound testing. The gained information have been used as starting point for 

new modifications. 

For testing the tests have been divided into two test rounds where the first test rounds focus to test 

one prototype at one tool for a quick performance scan of the design. This is done due to limited 

time and resources. The second test round is done for selected prototypes from the first test round 

which has shown some potential regarding power and sound level. In the second test round three 

tools of each model (A and B) have been used for testing. During all the stages the components of 

the tools have been numbered and used only in the corresponding tool. For example the rotor of 

Tool A, Tool 1 has always been assembled on the Tool A, Tool 1. This procedure has been used 

to avoid the effect of changed components on the power test results of new designs.   

In the rest of this chapter each stage is explained more detailed. 

 

3.1 Power testing 
 

The power test equipment at Target Company works with an Eddy current brake. The brake is 

depicted in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Power test rig located at Target Company. 
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The power brake in Figure 14 measures the speed and the torque over the working range of the 

tool with a voltage input breaking the tool while running. The voltage may be altered manually or 

automatically with a user defined upper voltage limit and with constant step length increasing the 

voltage towards the limit. The upper voltage limit is defined through performing a manual test 

where the tool’s power peak is found. The voltage limit is then set slightly above the voltage 

generating power peak, see Figure 15.  

 

 

Figure 15. Example of power brake plot. 

 

The power seen in Figure 15 is computed as the product of the measured speed and the torque.  

When mounting the tool to the brake the tool is fixed by gripping the handle meanwhile the chuck 

is attached through an adapter to the brake. For aligning the tool with the brake interface, adjusting 

the tool in vertical and horizontal alignment is done verified by observation of test person. A 

summary of necessary parameters when mounting is given by Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Aligned tool in brake. 

 

When mounting the tool shown in Figure 16 tool to brake alignment is crucial for the test results. 

Inappropriate mounting, with misaligning angles, decreases power transmission from tool to the 

brake whereas the tool power output may turn into heat instead. In addition keeping a clearance 

between the tool and the brake interface is necessary for avoiding friction causing heat generation 

between the mating interfaces. 

The brake is connected to a computer software enabling the user to alter the voltage of the brake.  

For each tool tested the procedure starts with dripping two drops of lubricating air oil “Chopin 46” 

into the inlet of the tool using a needle and syringe. The trigger is fully pressed in fixed with 

electrical tape. Pressurized air is supplied to the tools with a 10 mm in diameter and 3 m long hose. 

The input pressure is raised to a constant level of 6.3 bars effective pressure with a precision of 

±0.01 bar. When running the manual test the power peak of the tool is identified meanwhile the 

lubrication is distributed in the tool. After finishing the manual test an automatic test using 14 

measuring points is started. The brake reports speed, torque, power and air consumption for each 

point and the automatic test is run three times for each tool. 

After the power tests are completed for a tool the free speed is measured. For measuring free speed 

of the tools a tachometer shown in Figure 17 is used. 

 

 

Figure 17. Tachometer. 

The tachometer shown in Figure 17 uses a rubber cone which is put into the chuck of the tool. 

Speed is measured in rpm and the test value is being recognized once the speed settles on a stable 

level not fluctuating heavily. 
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The tachometer is more accurate measuring the free speed compared to the brake. This is due to 

the brake inertia and possible misalignment between the tool and the brake causing a lower free 

speed measured in the brake. 

When evaluating power output for the optimized designs of the tools, same measurement 

procedure is used for investigating power change tendencies. 

 

3.2 Sound testing 

 

Sound is measured according to ISO-standard. Values are determined according to noise test 

code ISO 15744, using, as basic standards, ISO 3744 and ISO 11203. The tools are being tested 

3 times each. The noise level is measured when running the tool at free speed and is calculated as 

an average over ten seconds. The sound test setup at the Target Company is shown in Figure 18. 

 

 

Figure 18. Sound test setup at Target Company. 

 

As seen in Figure 18, four microphones are positioned in a horizontal plane meanwhile a fifth 

microphone is positioned straight above the tool when operating. 

The sound measurements are reported to an excel file where the measurements are plotted in 3-d 

octave band and A-weighted according to A-weight filter. Each tool is compared individually to 

new designs assembled into the tools.  

The official uncertainty for the sound test rig is ±3 dB however the experienced uncertainty within 

the Target Company is considered to be ±1.5 dB. 

From the 3rd-octave plot, the sound pressure distribution in a general case can be sorted into vane 

frequency, overtones and air flow from the exhaust, see Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Noise measurement plot example with frequencies in 3rd-octave bands. 

 

In Figure 19 a test example is presented depicting sound pressure levels for a range of frequencies 

when analyzing the sound levels of the tools. The vane frequency of the motor is often found as 

the first peak in the diagram, corresponding to the motor free speed divided by the amount of vanes 

in the motor. The second peak is the first overtone of the vane frequency which generally gives a 

higher contribution than the vane frequency. Frequencies higher than the first overtone shows 

sound levels generated by the air leaving the exhaust therefore having high frequencies. 

Since the sound pressure level uses a logarithmic scale, the frequencies having sound levels 10 dB 

or more beneath the peak sound level have insignificant effect on the total value. In other words, 

for silencing the tool through redesign, the sound levels being closer than 10 dB to the peak sound 

level should be considered. 

 

3.3 Pressure drop test 
 

Pressure drop test on both Tool A and B is performed as one part of evaluation. 3 tools of Tool A 

and B are being disassembled and drilled with drill diameter 1.3 at marks according to the Figure 

20. 
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Figure 20. Probe (needle) position for pressure drop test. 

 

In the Figure 20 the needles are positioned so that pressure drop may be measured over tool inlet, 

valve seat, motor and trigger pin before the exhaust of the tool. In order to avoid needles to cover 

the flow passages mounting techniques has been used trying to align the needle to the channel 

surface when gluing. Due to the small size of the needles though the risk of blocking the passages 

is reduced considering the relative small cross-section area of the pins. Other possible influences 

related to needles pointing through the tool wall might be increased turbulence, friction or causing 

assembling errors. Since there is no good way of controlling the channels being blocked than visual 

inspection this method might have an impact on the results later in the project. The impact however 

is still considered as relatively small.  

The needles are pointing in the perpendicular direction of the flow. Therefore static pressure is 

generally measured in the tests. When assembling the needles Loctite 601 has been used when 

gluing. The outer diameter of the nails are 1.2 mm meanwhile inner diameter is 0.91 mm. The glue 

covers clearances within 0.1 mm which then makes the glue feasible for this task. 

Depicted in Figure 20, hole 1 is used for measuring the static inlet pressure while running the tool. 

This pressure is considered to be the tool inlet pressure when evaluating the simulation model. 

Hole 2 is positioned before the valve seat meanwhile hole 3 is positioned after the valve seat. Hole 

4 is positioned at the inlet of the motor meanwhile hole 5 is put outside the motor cylinder. The 

position of hole 6 aims to measure the pressure drop over the trigger cylinder through the channel 

and hole 7 measures the pressure over the silencer for Tool A, before the silencer for Tool B. All 

needles are oriented perpendicular to the side of the tools apart from the needle in hole 4 before 

the motor which is oriented perpendicular to the back of the tool. 

Since the measuring equipment is able to measure one point at a time, manual plugging is used for 

sealing of the needles. For attaching the measuring equipment and plugging the nails, hoses are 

glued and put on the nails when running the tool. The component is assembled again and the tool 

is ready for pressure drop test, see Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Assembled tool prepared for pressure drop test. 

 

For measuring the pressure, one needle is attached to a Digital Pressure Indicator through a hose 

which is glued to a blind-plug. The rest of the nails remains plugged. After measuring the pressure 

in one point, the nail is plugged and next hole is measured, see Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 22. Digital Pressure Indicator. 
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The Digital Pressure Indicator seen in Figure 22 has a range between 0 and 7 bars in effective 

pressure and a tolerance of ±0.1% of full scale according to user’s manual. The inlet static pressure 

in point 1 is calibrated adjusting the pressure to 6.3 bar with a precision of 0.01 bar while running 

the tool at free speed. Meanwhile the total pressure in the tool is notified for the given static 

pressure when tool is not running. 

After measuring the tools, an average of the pressure distribution is calculated and used for 

evaluation of CFD simulation model. The pressure drop test is finally performed for the best 

generated design change to evaluate possible pressure changes in the tool. 

 

3.4 CFD Simulation in FloEFD 
 

In this section the process of simulation of air passages and motor inlet and outlet is explained. 

 

3.4.1     Simulation of the inlet and outlet passages 
 

The inlet and outlet passage of tools A and B have been modeled in FloEFD simulation software. 

The original CAD models from the company have been used for simulation. However, thin gaps 

have been blocked by adding dummy parts. 

For simplification and higher precision, the model has been broken down into sub models. For 

example the inlet until the trigger valve has been modeled individually. The losses over the trigger 

valve have also been modeled separately.  

Static pressure and mass flow have been set as boundary conditions which is recommended by the 

software tutorial. The mass flow has been calculated based on the volume flow mentioned in the 

tools catalogue of the Target Company. At air industry the reported volume flow is the volume 

flow of air if it was released to atmospheric pressure (Target Company, 2012). As a result a volume 

flow of 9.5 l/s is equal to 0.0114 kg/s. The fluid has been selected as air which is defined by the 

software. Surface roughness has not been modeled and the walls of the model are assumed to be 

adiabatic. It has also been assumed that the problem is governed by low Mach number relations. 

Low Mach number simulation has been used until the software has shown warnings about high 

Mach number. The simulations have then been remodeled to fulfill the assumption of low Mach 

number. The static pressure boundary condition has been assigned on boundary surfaces that are 

further away from turbulent flow since the software cannot solve the problem precisely if a vortex 

is crossing the pressure opening. As a result the mass flow boundary condition has been assigned 

to boundary surfaces close to turbulence in order to avoid warnings. The values of static pressure 

boundary condition have been based on the pressure drop tests.    

Total pressure, static pressure and mass flow at the boundary surfaces have been used as 

convergence goals in all of the simulations and have been tracked for conservation of mass flow 

and convergent results especially after mesh refinements. 

 

3.4.2      Meshing 
 

Local initial mesh has been manually defined at critical and narrow passages. Dummy parts have 

been used to reduce the mesh size over a specific space. Number of cells at thin gaps has also been 

increased higher than the default value. The mesh size has been judged based on convergence of 

results.  
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3.4.3      Simulation of motor inlet of Tool A in FloEFD 
 

Due to complications of modeling the whole vane motor, the inlet lid of the motor has been 

modeled as an orifice plate in a long pipe with corresponding values based on the tool. The pipe 

before the inlet plate has the diameter of the tool behind the motor. The pipe after the inlet plate 

has the same diameter as the motor cylinder. The reason why the inlet has been modeled in a long 

pipe is to avoid effects of turbulence on the boundary surfaces. Boundary conditions have been set 

as static pressure and mass flow as explained earlier and the static press corresponds to the value 

measured at the pressure drop test.  

Tool A has been originally designed to reach choked flow at the free speed which makes it difficult 

to model the inlet with the properties of the tool working at free speed. The reason is that the 

software cannot provide precise and reliable results close to the choked condition. Choosing low 

Mach number or high Mach number simulations are both away from reality for modeling choked 

flow. Specifically use of high Mach number flow option in this simulation results in unstable 

results and long running time. Another way of modeling the inlet can be using pressure data and 

flow at another working point at a lower running speed. However, the pressure data at this working 

point is not available and requires pressure drop testing on the tool in the eddy current brake. This 

measurement is not feasible with the available measuring equipment. 

The new designs of the inlet have been modeled with the same procedure and values of total 

pressure loss have been compared with original design and other designs. The original design of 

the motor inlet is simplified according to Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 23. Simplified motor inlet of Tool A.  

 

The flow through the inlet shown in Figure 23 enters from the left side of the model, passes through 

the inlet and exits through the right side of the model. Due to expected turbulence and pressure 

drop related to sharp edges the following designs is presented in Figure 24. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 24. Motor inlet designs for Tool A. (a) Original (b) R1 on inlet (c) R0.6 inside inlet (d) R1 on inlet and R0.6 

inside. 

 

The Reference design shown in Figure 24 is used for reference values of pressure drop 

corresponding to current design of the motor. In the second design an inlet radius of 1 mm has 

been added to the inlet passage meanwhile the third design instead applies a fillet on a curve inside 

the inlet passage. The fourth design is a combination of design two and three. 

The different designs are simulated all individually and presented in Result chapter. 

 

3.4.4      Simulation of motor inlet of Tool B in FloEFD 
 

In a similar way to the inlet simulation of Tool A, Tool B has been modeled using sub models. 

The mass flow for Tool B however is higher according to Target Company previous testing data 

and is therefore entered into the boundary condition. 

The motor inlet of Tool B is simplified to the following geometry depicted in Figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25. Motor inlet of Tool B simplified. The arrows show the direction of flow. 
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The inlet of the motor seen in Figure 25 consists of one front plate and one motor cylinder put into 

a relatively long pipe. The pipe’s inner diameter corresponds to the interface of the tool. 

Pressurized air flows in from the right side of the model, passes through the green plate and the 

grey cylinder and exits to the left in the model. The redesigns of the motor inlet are presented in 

the Figure 26. 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Figure 26. Motor inlet designs for Tool B. (a) Original, (b) R1 on plate, (c) R1(2) on plate, (d) R1(2x) on plate,  

(e) R1 on cylinder, (f) R1 on plate and cylinder. 

 

The reference design, (a) in Figure 26, is corresponding to the current design of the inlet. The 

second design (b) has an added fillet with radius one mm on the right side of the green plate. 

Adding a fillet with radius 1 on the left side of the green plate is the concept of design (c) and 

fillets on both sides is denominated as design (d). The € design applies a fillet of radius 1 on the 

grey cylinder and the combination of all fillets is represented by design (f). 

The designs are all simulated individually in the CFD-software. 

 

3.4.5      Simulation of Tool A motor exhaust in FloEFD 
 

The flow through the outlets of the motor has a complex nature. The air exits the exhaust as 

packages of air and the outlet opens to a much lower pressure through a short passage with the 

length of motor cylinder thickness. Furthermore, the sound pressure generated by the packages of 

air and the sound effects related to shape of exhaust holes is hard to predict. Simplified simulations 

have been performed to model the outlets of the motor. One assumption made in the simulation is 

to assume the flow to be constant through the model. The effort however has been put on 

identifying the tendencies of results and using the knowledge in designing. The true assessment of 

the new designs has been done through power tests and sound tests on the tool. 

The exhaust holes of Tool A is simulated through a simplified design of one motor exhaust hole. 

The model uses a curved rectangular pipe representing a volume cell inside the motor between two 

vanes. The hole’s position in reference to the vanes is at the moment when the whole hole is 

revealed by the front vane, therefore creating a flow line bending ~90° when exiting the motor. 

The outlet hole simplification may be depicted as Figure 27.  
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Figure 27. Simplified cylinder exhaust holes of Tool A. 

 

In Figure 27 the wall segments of the channels represents the flow from inside the motor through 

the hole and out from the motor. The streamlines follow the rotor shape being between rotor and 

the cylinder of the motor. The flow passes through the hole and continues its path sealed in by the 

tool represented by the outer circle. The flow is then leaving the volume entering a direction 

perpendicular to the viewer's orientation. 

One concept found is to slant the exhaust holes of the motor, see Figure 28.  

 

 

Figure 28. Slanted holes design. 
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The simulation is done again with a new design of the simplified model where the hole is slanted 

towards tangent to inner surface of the motor cylinder. The simulation is run with the same 

boundary conditions. 

 

3.5 Design and Prototyping 
 

The knowledge gained through the tests and simulations has been used to evaluate new designs 

and choose the ones that should be validated through prototyping and testing. 

As mentioned earlier based on the results from pressure drop tests and FloEFD simulations it has 

been decided that there is a relatively low potential for improvements in the inlet and outlet 

passages of the tools. On the other hand the simulation of the inlet of Tool A motor has shown 

high total pressure losses and higher possibility of implementing improvements. Furthermore the 

outlets of the motor are the major source of sound and optimizing them can lead to lower noise 

levels. Modified outlet holes also seem to affect the output power of the tools related to internal 

report from Target Company mentioned in previous sections.  As a result, new motor inlets and 

outlets have been designed and manufactured at the company’s workshop. The designs have been 

adapted to workshop’s equipment meaning that the sizes of rounds and chamfers has been decided 

based on the size of milling drills available at the workshop. Different designs can be seen in the 

prototypes section.      

 

3.5.1      Prototypes for Tool A 
 

For Tool A, a number of chosen designs are prototyped and tested. Two prototypes for motor end 

plate are designed using fillets on sharp edges of the inlets. Inlet 1 has an R1 fillet on the outer 

edge of the inlet hole. Inlet 2 has the same fillet but with an extra fillet added on an edge inside 

the inlet hole. Furthermore, cylinders with modified motor exhaust are prototyped. Five different 

cylinder designs are tested where the first and second designs includes slanted holes close to 

tangent to the inner surface of the cylinder. For the other cylinder design chamfers are added to 

the cylinder exhaust holes, see Figure 29.  

 

 

Figure 29. Chamfered motor exhaust hole, Tool A. 

 

Different designs chosen for prototyping are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Chosen designs for prototyping, Tool A. 

 

 

As seen in Table 1, Cylinder 2 is a redesign of Cylinder one. The reason behind maintaining the 

original straight design of the last holes is that slanting these holes will result in the flow being 

guided around the cylinder and away from the exhaust passage of the tool. The risk of prototyping 

failure related to milling precision is decreased through positioning the first slanted hole to start 

after the original hole to prevent leakage.  

Chamfer dimensions are based on tools available at the workshop. The idea behind the chamfers, 

as mentioned earlier, is based on an internal report at the Target Company where motor cylinders 

with chamfered outlets have been investigated. The cylinders are therefore not being modelled 

using CFD but power and sound tested. The purpose of adding chamfers to the exhaust holes is 

to decelerate the flow before opening to exhaust pressure. This can contribute to lower sound 

levels and possible higher power. 

Combinations of inlets and cylinders have also been tested. 

 

3.5.2      Prototypes for Tool B 

 

The experience gained from the tests on Tool A prototypes has been used to redesign the motor of 

Tool B. Due to great differences between motor of Tool A and B, redesigning Tool B is rather 

complicated due to a complex motor design. The cylinder has slots instead of holes as exhaust. 

Furthermore, the cylinder embodies part of the inlet hole combined with the inlet of the end plate.  

The design prototypes can be sorted into two groups of cylinders and inlets. The first cylinder 

(C2), design contains fillets on the inlet edge, see Figure 30. 

Inlet 2
Inlet 1 with an extra fillet added on an edge inside 

the inlet hole.
See Figure 24, (d)

Cylinder 1
Holes slanted to closely be tangent to inner 

diameter of cylinder.
See Figure 28

Cylinder 2
Holes slanted as Cylinder 1 though the three last 

holes are manufactured according to old design.
See Figure 28

Cylinder 3
Old design of hole positioning with added chamfer 

of 0.3x45° on the outer edges.
See Figure 29

Cylinder 4
Old design of hole positioning with added chamfer 

of 0.6x45° on the outer edges.
See Figure 29

Cylinder 5
Old design of hole positioning with added chamfer 

of 0.6x30° on the outer edges.
See Figure 29

Design 

name
Explanation (mm) Figure

Inlet 1 R1 fillet on the outer edge of the inlet hole. See Figure 24, (b)
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Figure 30. Cylinder design with fillet on inlet edge, Tool B. 

 

The idea for second cylinder design (C3), is applying chamfers on exhaust edges, with dimensions 

similar to best concept found for Tool A Cylinder, see Figure 31. 

 

 

Figure 31. Cylinder design with chamfers on motor exhaust slots, Tool B. 

 

The inlets design is based on fillets on sharp edges in order to reduce pressure drop and turbulence. 

The designs chosen for prototyping are shown in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Chosen designs for prototyping, Tool B. 

 

 

Combinations of inlets and cylinders have also been tested. 

 

Design name Explanation (mm) Figure

Inlet 2
Inlet 1 with an extra fillet added on the edge 

inside the inlet.
See Figure 26, (d)

Cylinder 2 R1 fillet on outer edge of the inlet. See Figure 30

Cylinder 3
Chamfer 0.3x45° on outer edges of motor 

exhaust slots.
See Figure 31

Cylinder 4 Combination of Cylinder 2 and 3. See Figure 30 and Figure 31

See Figure 26, (b)Inlet 1 R1 fillet on the outer edge of the inlet.
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4 RESULTS 

In this section the results of pressure drop tests, CFD-simulations, power and sound tests of the 

original and redesigned tools are presented. 

 

4.1 Tool simulation and pressure drop 

 

As mentioned in Method section static pressure is measured at seven points of the tool. These 

points are shown in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32. Measured pressure points for Tool B. 

 

The results of pressure drop test on Tool A is given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Gauge static pressure level based on tests (in bar) 

 

 

Tool A Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Average Average Percentage

Tool inlet total pressure 6.65 6.63 6.62 6.63

Point 1 static pressure 6.3 - - 6.30 - -

Point 2 static pressure 6.08 6.22 6.23 6.18 0.12 2.0%

Point 3 static pressure 5.87 6.08 6.06 6.00 0.18 2.9%

Point 4 static pressure 5.92 6.06 6.1 6.03 -0.03 -0.5%

Point 5 static pressure 0.5 0.76 0.5 0.59 5.44 86.3%

Point 6 static pressure 0.42 0.69 0.48 0.53 0.06 0.9%

Point 7 static pressure 0.18 0.11 0.24 0.18 0.35 5.6%
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As shown in Table 3 the static pressure is measured on Tool A for three tools and an average value 

of pressure drop is calculated. The pressure drop between the measuring points is calculated 

through the difference between a point’s pressure and the previous points pressure. The percentage 

is then calculated as the pressure drop divided by the static pressure of 6.3 bar. As shown, the 

greatest drop equal to 5.44 bar is over the motor, corresponding to 86.3% of the 6.3 gauge static 

inlet pressure. The second biggest drop is found between point 6 and 7 where the drop over the 

silencer is found to be 5.6% of the inlet pressure.  

Pressure at point one has only been measured on tool 1 due to lack of right components to perform 

the measurement.  

The CFD simulation of the tool is performed between tool inlet to motor inlet and motor outlet to 

silencer. This is done due to complexity of modelling the vane motor with CFD software. The 

results are presented in Table 4 where the coloured cells of static pressure is set as boundary 

condition based on pressure drop test results. It should be noted that the values stated in Table 3 

are gauge pressure while the values in Table 4 are absolute pressure, assuming the atmospheric 

pressure equal to 1 bar. 

 

Table 4. CFD simulation results of pressure drop in Tool A (Absolute pressure, bar). 

 

 

As mentioned earlier the drop over the motor, between points 4 - 5, is not simulated due to 

difficulties with modelling the vane motor. The model is not covering the drop between points 6 

and 7 neither since point 7 is positioned in the silencer and the simulation of the silencer requires 

properties of the silencer which have been unavailable. The tested values of pressure drop and the 

results of the simulation are compared in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Static pressure drop in Tool A based on CFD and measured data. 

 

 

As shown in Table 5 the values from pressure drop test and CFD simulation are reasonably close 

and the two sets of data can be used to confirm each other. Due to relatively small pressure drops, 

compared to motor pressure drop of 5.44, the target for the new design has been set to improvement 

of motor performance. 

CFD Tool A [bar] static total static total static total static total Static drop Total drop

Point 1 7.3 7.31

Point 2 7.3 7.3 7.18 7.18 0 0.01

Point 3 7.1 7.14 7 7.04 0.08 0.04

Point 4 6.97 6.97 0.03 0.07

Point 5 1.59 1.63

Point 6 1.51 1.56 0.08 0.07

Tool A static pressure drop Test average CFD Difference

Point 1 to 2 0.12 x x

Point 2 to 3 0.18 0.08 0.10

Point 3 to 4 -0.03 0.03 -0.06

Point 4 to 5 5.44 x x

Point 5 to 6 0.06 0.08 -0.02

Point 6 to 7 0.35 x x
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Pressure drop test performed on Tool B, results in the data tabulated in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Gauge static pressure level based on tests for Tool B (in bar). 

 

 

As seen in Table 6, the static pressure drop over point 1 - 2 and 2 - 3 have a magnitude of 0.32 and 

0.34 bar representing 5.1% and 5.4% of the complete pressure drop. The static pressure drop over 

the motor, represented by drop over point 4 and 5, is 4.14 bar being 65.7% of the complete static 

pressure drop on the tool. 

The CFD simulation on Tool B is done in a similar way as Tool A. The obtained data is tabulated 

in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. CFD simulation results of pressure drop in Tool B (Absolute pressure, bar). 

  

 

The outcome of the CFD simulation shows a static and total pressure drop over the valve of 0.18 

and 0.14 bar. The remaining drops over point 3 - 4 and 5 - 6 are lower than 0.01 bar and therefore 

considered 0 in this analysis. The comparison of CFD and pressure drop tests are tabulated in Table 

8. 

Table 8. Static pressure drop in Tool B based on CFD and measured data. 

 

Tool B
Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Average

Average 

pressure drop Percentage

Tool inlet total pressure 6.8 6.79 6.76 6.78

Point 1 static pressure 6.3 - - 6.30 - -

Point 2 static pressure 6 5.98 5.96 5.98 0.32 5.1%

Point 3 static pressure 5.67 5.64 5.62 5.64 0.34 5.4%

Point 4 static pressure 5.47 5.56 5.6 5.54 0.11 1.7%

Point 5 static pressure 1.41 1.47 1.34 1.41 4.14 65.7%

Point 6 static pressure 1.38 1.42 1.25 1.35 0.06 0.9%

Point 7 static pressure 1.38 1.43 1.29 1.37 -0.02 -0.3%

CFD Tool B [bar] static total static total static total static total Static drop Total drop

Point 1 7.3 7.32

Point 2 7.29 7.31 6.98 6.99 0.01 0.01

Point 3 6.8 6.85 6.64 6.64 0.18 0.14

Point 4 6.64 6.64 0 0

Point 5 2.41 2.41

Point 6 2.41 2.41 0 0
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Shown in Table 8, the CFD simulation results in lower drops than the pressure drop tests which 

can be explained by the model simplifications made. The order of the drops however are 

considered as relatively equal and consistent and therefore efforts for design changes again are put 

on motor design for Tool B. 

 

4.2 Tool A motor simulation and testing 

 

For Tool A, motor inlet design and motor cylinder design have been evaluated. 

 

4.2.1      Tool A motor inlet design 

 

As mentioned in the method section, the inlet of Tool A is modelled for four different 

configurations shown in Figure 24. 

The outcome of the CFD analysis of the different models are tabulated in Table 9. The boundary 

conditions of this simulation are 0.01 kg/s mass flow and 7.03 bar total pressure. 

 

Table 9. CFD-simulation for pressure drop over motor inlet design on Tool A.  

 

 

The radius of the rounds found in Table 9 is chosen based on the manufacturing equipment 

available at the workshop.   

The inlets chosen for prototyping are the inlet with radius R1 (Inlet 1) and the inlet with the R1 

and R0.6 combined (Inlet 2). The performance of the inlets are tabulated in Table 10. 

 

 

Table 10. Inlet design performances of Tool A with needles. 

 

 

CFD Motor A [bar] Original design R0.5 outer edge R1 outer edge R0.6 inner edge
R1 inner edge and 

0.6 outer edge

Total pressure before inlet 7.03 7.03 7.03 7.03 7.03

Total pressure after inlet 3.55 4.25 4.33 4.1 4.52

Pressure drop 3.48 2.78 2.7 2.93 2.51

Tool A Tool 3 Tool 2

Inlet designs Inlet 1 Inlet 2

Relative max power increase 0.8% 12.6%

Free speed -5.7% 4.2%

Air consumption free speed -5.6% -1.1%

Torque at max power -0.6% 5.4%

Speed at Max power 1.4% 6.6%

Sound level (dB(A)) 80 79.1
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The outcome of the tests, presented in Table 10, shows that Inlet 2 performs well considering high 

maximum power values and a relative power increase of 12.6 % meanwhile keeping sound on a 

low level of 79.1 dB. The low free speed increase of 4.2 % is another positive aspect since a high 

free speed can reduce the lifespan of the vanes. Since the inlet 1 has not resulted in significant 

improved power, it has not been analyzed further in the project. 

Inlet 2 is evaluated further on three new handles without the needles. The results of the tests are 

tabulated in Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Inlet 2 design tested on three tools of Tool A without needles. 

 

 

The results of the inlet 2 tests are scattered for the three tools. Tool 1 performs an increase of 4.0% 

in power meanwhile a decrease in free speed of 0.8%. The speed at max power has increased with 

9.2% meanwhile the torque has decreased with 4.6%. A speed governing effect of inlet 2 might be 

seen in Tool 1. On Tool 2, the power has increased with 1.9% and free speed decreased with 1.5%. 

The noise level however is high with 82.9 dB which is problematic regarding the noise limits. Tool 

3 performs a power decrease of 7.5% which may be related to assembling problems. It is worth 

mentioning that the power of reference tool 3 is reaching 3% higher values than other reference 

tools which affects the results of prototypes implemented on Tool 3. 

 

4.2.2      Tool A motor cylinder design 

 

The static and total pressure drop over the exhaust hole designs are tabulated in Table 12. 

Table 12. Exhaust hole design pressure modelling. 

 

 

Shown in Table 12 the Slanted hole design results in static and total pressure drop of 0.06 and 0.1 

bar. This can be compared with the original design with 0.2 and 0.23 bar in static and total pressure 

drop, being more than twice as high. 

The outcome of power and sound test of Tool A cylinders is tabulated in Table 13. 

 

Inlet designs Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 4.0% 1.9% -7.5%

Free speed -0.8% -1.5% 0.9%

Air consumption free speed 3.3% -0.6% 3.6%

Torque at max power -4.6% 7.2% -10.8%

Speed at Max power 9.2% -4.8% 3.7%

Sound level (dB(A)) 81.7 82.9 81

Exhaust hole 

design

Static 

pressure 

inlet

Total 

pressure 

inlet

Static 

pressure 

outlet

Total 

pressure 

outlet

Static 

pressure 

drop

Total 

pressure 

drop

Original 4 4.04 3.8 3.81 0.2 0.23

Slanted 4 4.04 3.94 3.94 0.06 0.1
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Table 13. Cylinder design performances on tools with needles, Tool A. 

 

 

Shown in Table 13 the performance of Cylinder 1 is slightly higher on power but higher on free 

speed. The noise of 81 dB is considered acceptable. The Cylinder 2 performs a higher power peak 

than Cylinder 1 and has still acceptable noise. The Cylinder 3 however reaches the highest power 

peak in the test with a decrease in noise. The increase of 7.9 % in power is further on interesting 

since the free speed has increased only 5 %. Cylinder 4 seems to have no power gain and high air 

consumption values meanwhile Cylinder 5 is considered to have too high noise levels. 

For testing three versions of Cylinder 3 the results in Table 14 are achieved. 

 

Table 14. Cylinder 3 performance on Tool A without needles. 

 

 

Test results from Cylinder 3 shows in Table 14 an increase in relative power of 5.3% for Tool 1 

meanwhile Tool 2 decreases with 0.1% and Tool 3 decreases with 7.6%. The free speed is 

increased with 3.2, 1.2 and 0.2% for Tool 1, 2 and 3 meanwhile sound levels peaks at 81.1, 81.4 

and 79.7 dB. 

The combination of inlets of cylinders is done for evaluating the performance. The Inlet 2 

combined with Cylinder 2 is done for one tool meanwhile the combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 

3 is done for three tools. The results are tabulated in Table 15.  

 

Table 15. Test results of combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 and 3. 

 

Cylinder designs 1 2 3 4 5

Relative max power increase (%) 1.9 7.7 7.9 0.1 3.2

Free speed increase (%) 5.6 10.9 5 -0.8 11.4

Air consumption increase at free speed (%) 2.2 1.1 6.8 11.2 9.3

Torque increase at max power (%) -0.9 3 6.1 -6.7 10

Speed increase at Max power (%) 2.8 4.7 1.9 7.1 -5.8

Sound level (dB(A)) 81 81.5 79 80.5 83.6

Cylinder design Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 5.3% -0.1% -7.6%

Free speed 3.2% 1.2% 0.2%

Air consumption free speed 1.7% 2.8% 3.0%

Torque at max power -1.3% -0.2% -8.4%

Speed at Max power 6.9% 0.0% 1.1%

Sound level (dB(A)) 81.1 81.4 79.7

Inlet 2 and Cylinder X designs Cylinder 2

Tool number Tool 2 Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 9.4% 10.0% 1.8% -3.4%

Free speed 8.1% 3.6% 3.1% 2.6%

Air consumption free speed 3.6% 2.6% -1.7% 0.1%

Torque at max power 2.6% -6.0% 7.0% -1.3%

Speed at Max power 6.6% 17.0% -4.8% -2.1%

Sound level (dB(A)) 82.6 81.3 82.9 82.2

Cylinder 3
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Seen in Table 15 the power of Tool 2 with Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 (with needles) increases with 

9.4% meanwhile free speed increases with 8.1%. Sound level for the prototype is high on its 82.6 

dB and the decision is made to not examine the prototype further. Tool 1 with Inlet 2 and Cylinder 

3 performs an increase of 10% where the free speed increases with 3.6%. The increase of Speed 

at Max power with 17% indicates that the power peak point has moved closer to free speed point 

since the Max power speed has increased more than the free speed. This is good since it can be 

interpreted as a self-governing effect on the prototype. For Tool 2 an increase of 1.8% in power 

and 3.1% increase in free speed has been reported. The noise level of 82.9 dB is again quite high 

which might question the decision of not examining Cylinder 2 further. Tool 3 shows a power 

decrease of 3.4% meanwhile having quite high sound level of 82.2 dB.  

 

4.3. Tool B motor simulation and testing 

 

For Tool B the designs are again focusing on motor inlet and motor cylinder. However, the 

cylinder is part of both air supply and air exhaust. 

 

4.3.1      Tool B motor inlet design 

 

From the CFD simulation, pressure drop over different inlet plate and cylinder configurations are 

shown in Table 16. 

 

Table 16. CFD-simulation for pressure drop of Tool A with needles. 

 

 

Seen in Table 16, the pressure drop decreases from 0.41 to 0.25 bar with rounded edges on inlet 

plate and cylinder edge. It is therefore again concluded that rounds on sharp edges along flow 

path can have a positive contribution to motor performance. 

For the inlet plates, as mentioned earlier, two concepts are manufactured in a first test, one inlet 

with round R1 on one side, Inlet 1, and one inlet with round R1 on both sides, Inlet 2. The 

performance of the inlets are tabulated in Table 17. 

 

CFD Motor B [bar]
Original 

design

Inlet R1 on 

inlet plate 

back side

Inlet R1 on 

inlet plate 

front side

R1 on both 

edges on 

inlet plate

R1 on 

cylinder 

inlet edge

R1 on 

cylinder 

and both 

sides of 

inlet plate

Total pressure before inlet 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54

Total pressure after inlet 6.13 6.22 6.17 6.27 6.17 6.29

Pressure drop 0.41 0.32 0.37 0.27 0.37 0.25
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Table 17. Performance for Tool B with new inlet designs with needles. 

 

 

The results shown in Table 17 shows a power increase of 10.5% for Inlet 1 and 5.8% for Inlet 2. 

The free speeds increases with 1.3 and 1.5% meanwhile the sound level is 81 dB for both concepts. 

Although the Inlet 1 from a first preview seems to be the winning concept, the reference power 

value for Tool 2 is suspiciously low only reaching power levels of approximately 80% of catalogue 

value. The nominal value is therefore used for deciding the concept to work further with which 

turns out to be Inlet 2, with 5 W higher power performance. 

Testing three different versions of Inlet 2 for Tool B shows performances tabulated in Table 18. 

 

Table 18. Performances of Inlet 2 for Tool B without needles. 

 

 

Shown in Table 18 the power increases with 2.6, 1.0 and 4.6% for the prototypes. The main reason 

to the differences in relative power increase may be that the reference values differ between the 

tools, this since the Inlet 2 prototypes performs very stable results in this test having an averaged 

power spread within 6 W for the tools. The noise level for the Inlet 2 is in this test good for all 

tools. The nominal power level do not reach the catalogue value of the tools which can be an 

explanation to the low sound level.  

 

4.3.2      Tool B motor cylinder design 

 

For the cylinders of Tool B, the first cylinder tested performs as following in Table 19. 

 

Tool B Tool 2 Tool 3

Inlet designs Inlet 1 Inlet 2

Relative max power increase (%) 10.5 5.8

Free speed (%) 1.3 1.5

Air consumption free speed (%) 7.1 2.8

Torque at max power (%) 0 2.1

Speed at Max power (%) 10.5 3.5

Sound level (dB(A)) 81 81

Tool B Inlet design Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 2.6% 1.0% 4.6%

Free speed 1.2% 0.2% -0.5%

Air consumption free speed 0.1% 2.7% 0.0%

Torque at max power -1.0% 5.9% 5.9%

Speed at Max power 3.6% -4.8% -1.3%

Sound level (dB(A)) 80.3 80 79.8
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Table 19. Performance of Cylinder 2 and 3 implemented on Tool B with needles. 

 

 

The Cylinder 2 shown in Table 19, performs initially a relative power increase of 13.6%. The free 

speed increases with 10.6% and noise is on an acceptable level of 80.3 dB. However, after gaining 

new knowledge in the project it has been realized that the reference power test value is relatively 

low. As a result, the data of the second reference measuring is put in as Test 2 for a more valid 

comparison. The relative power is here decreased with 0.7% meanwhile free speed is increased by 

4.4%. For Cylinder 3, the power decreases with 0.4% meanwhile free speed increases with 1.3%. 

The noise is decreased to 79.4 dB however the nominal power, shown in later section, is quite low. 

For the Cylinder 4 design the following results are obtained tabulated in Table 20. 

 

Table 20. Performance of Cylinder 4 implemented on Tool B without needles. 

 

 

Seen in Table 20, the Tool 1 and 2 do not show any major power increases. Tool 3 however 

performs an increase in power of 10.7% with an increase in free speed of 6.2%. The increase of 

Max power speed 9.4% is complemented by an increase in torque with 1.1%. The sound level for 

Tool 3 reaches 81.5 dB which is higher than Tool 1 and 2 but 1.7 dB lower than original tool value 

measured by Target Company, mentioned in later section. Worth mentioning is that Tool 3 with 

Cylinder 4 is the only configuration reaching power levels above catalogue value, peaking at 509 

W in average. 

For the combination of Cylinder 4 and Inlet 2 the following data are obtained from the tests shown 

in Table 21. 

 

Cylinder X Cylinder 3

Tool B
Tool 2 

Test 1

Tool 2 

Test 2
Tool 1

Relative max power increase 13.6% -0.7% -0.4%

Free speed 10.6% 4.4% 1.3%

Air consumption free speed 10.2% 6.7% 0.0%

Torque at max power 0.7% -1.7% -2.5%

Speed at Max power 12.9% 1.0% 2.1%

Sound level (dB(A)) 80 80 79.4

Cylinder 2

Tool B Cylinder 4 design Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 2.1% 0.6% 10.7%

Free speed 2.5% 2.2% 6.2%

Air consumption free speed 2.7% 4.9% 2.9%

Torque at max power -6.2% 3.8% 1.1%

Speed at Max power 8.9% -3.2% 9.4%

Sound level (dB(A)) 80.3 80.1 81.5
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Table 21. Performance of Cylinder 4 and Inlet 2 implemented on Tool B without needles. 

 

 

The relative power levels of Tool 1 and 3 are 3.7 and 5.3%. The free speed increase is at its highest 

3% for Tool 3. The noise levels are for all tools on a stable level of 80.2 - 80.4 dB. The air 

consumption at free speed has in all tests increased significantly to 3.9%, 4.7% and 3.9% for Tool 

1, 2 and 3 without the free speed increase with same magnitude compared to other tests. 

 

4.4. Data comparison over time 

 

In this section diagrams showing the power and sound performance for the different tools are 

presented. The diagrams concludes information given in earlier sections and are used for a total 

overview over the important data. 

For Tool A, the averaged power performances on the prototypes are depicted in Figure 33. 

 

Tool B Cylinder 4 and Inlet 2 design Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3

Relative max power increase 3.7% 0.2% 5.3%

Free speed 0.9% 1.5% 3.0%

Air consumption free speed 3.9% 4.7% 3.9%

Torque at max power -3.3% -0.6% -3.0%

Speed at Max power 7.2% 0.6% 8.7%

Sound level (dB(A)) 80.2 80.4 80.3
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Figure 33. Averaged power results over time for Tool A. 

 

Shown in Figure 33 the first column of data represents the original tool tested immediately after 

being received from factory. The second column represents the same tools tested after 

disassembling, needle plug in and assembling the tools. The power performance seem to drop at 

that stage. The third column represents the power results for different prototypes including 

different versions of inlet plates and cylinders. The tests in column three, as can be seen, is mainly 

performed through testing on prototype on one tool only. The fourth column shows the final test 

results where the tools have been mounted into new handles without needles and where the 

prototypes are tested on three tools. 

The first test round, seen in column three, nine prototype configurations are tested in total. The 

second test round is represented by the fourth column where the best concept found in test round 

one are tested on all three tools. 

For Tool 1 the original tool has not been tested due to lack of time. After the needles are put in, 

Tool 1 performs an average power of 312 W. After testing three cylinders on the tool the Cylinder 

3 is found as a design with potential, increasing the power to 337 W. Regarding Tool 2, the power 
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has dropped from an average of 333 W to 319 after putting the needles in. The promising 

prototypes tested in the first test round are Inlet 2 reaching a power average of 359 W and the 

combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 reaching a power average of 368 W. The combination of 

Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 is however are not being evaluated further due to high noise mentioned 

earlier. The decision of analyzing Cylinder 3 for the second test round is instead made. Tool 3 

performs as an original tool an average of 344 W and then drops to 336 W when attaching the 

needles. The Cylinder 5 performs an average power peak at 346 W. The Cylinder 5 is though 

generating high noise levels and is therefore not considered for the second test round. The Inlet 1 

performs 338 W in average which is less than the Inlet 2. The Inlet 1 is therefore not tested further, 

also related to the lower sound levels of Inlet 2. 

In the second test round standard design, three versions of Inlet 2, Cylinder 3 and combination of 

prototypes are tested. When assembling the tools for standard design the assembling is done under 

supervision of experienced staff of the Target Company. The standard designs for the Tool 1, 2 

and 3 performs in the second round a higher average power peak at 340, 337 and 351 W. The 

power performance of Tool 3 is quite high and therefore, as mentioned earlier, affects the relative 

results of all prototypes of Tool 3 in the second test run.  

The Inlet 2 being on Tool 1 shows an increase in power to 353 W in average. For Tool 2 the Inlet 

2 design increases the power of the tool as well however the increase to 343 W is not close to the 

previous test made in the first test round. The Tool 3 performs a power decrease with Inlet 2 only 

reaching a power peak at 324 W in average. 

Performance of the Cylinder 3 shows a power increase for Tool 1 reaching an average power of 

358 W. Tool 2 performs a minor decrease in power of 336 W meanwhile Tool 3 again decreases 

to in average 324 W with Cylinder 3. 

For the combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3, Tool 1 performs a power increase reaching 374 W 

in average. Tool 2 shows an increase with 342 W and Tool 3 peaks at an average of 339 W. 

After finishing the tests of round 2 standard design of Tool 2 and 3 are tested again to see whether 

the Tools have been damaged during the test procedure. The second tests of Tool 2 and 3 shows a 

decrease in power compared to the earlier tests where Tool 2 and 3 peaks at 330 and 339 W. After 

that the combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 is tested again and the averaged power peak of 353 

W is reached for Tool 3. The averaged value however is greatly affected by the spread of the three 

test runs during this test performing 364, 361 and 333 W. Since this phenomenon has been noticed 

in some of the earlier tests as well, a second power graph is presented showing the max power 

reached for all designs. The graph is depicted in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34. Maximum power results for Tool A. 

 

Shown in Figure 34, the maximum power reached for the Tool 3 with combination of Inlet 2 and 

Cylinder 3 is 364 W for the second test being 12 W higher than the average. In addition, Tool 2 

with combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 also shows an increase of 12 W reaching power peak 

of 354 W. These changes are relatively big since no bigger differences between average and max 

is found for all test data of Tool A.  

The noise level of the Tool A is depicted in Figure 35 the same way as figure 33. 
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Figure 35. Sound test results for Tool A. 

 

The sound level of reference tool shown in Figure 35 is a value measured by the Target Company. 

After mounting needles to the handles the sound is measured for Tool 1, 2 and 3 seen in the second 

column. The Tool 1 performs the highest noise level on 80.7 dB followed by Tool 2 and 3 on 80.3 

and 79.9 dB. For the first test round seen in the third column the Cylinder 5 implemented on Tool 

3 is the prototype with highest noise generating 83.6 dB. The combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 

2 further on experience a noise level of 82.6 dB which is significantly higher than the reference 

value. The best concepts in the first round regarding noise are the Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 generating 

79.1 and 79 dB. In combination with considered good power performance Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 

is taken to the second test round. 

For the second test round visible in the fourth column the Tool 2 and 3 experience high noise levels 

of 84.8 and 83.3 dB compared to Tool 1 generating 80.5 dB. The prototypes tried on Tool 1 

increased reaching its peak for Inlet 2 at 81.7 dB. The increase is however within the error margin 

of the test equipment. For Tool 2 both Inlet 2 and combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 reached 

noise levels of 82.9 dB meanwhile Cylinder 3 alone reached 81.4 dB. This is lower than the Tool 

2 standard tool noise level measured however it is higher than the reference value of the original 
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tool. The noise levels of Cylinder 3 reaches 81.4 dB which is relatively close to the Cylinder 5 

tested on Tool 1. Finally the results of Tool 3 shows the lowest noise level measured in second test 

round with 79.7 dB for Cylinder 5. The Inlet 2 experience sound levels of 81 dB meanwhile the 

combination generates 82.2 dB. 

For the second test round of Tool A, a boxplot is presented showing the results of the power tests 

over all inlets, cylinders and combinations of the two designs, seen in Figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36. Boxplot for Tool A designs, second test round. 

 

Shown in Figure 36 the effect of combination Inlet 2 and Cylinder 3 performs a mean power 

increase of 14 W. The minimum power performed with this configuration is 10 W higher than for 

the standard design meanwhile the maximum power performed during the tests is 23 W higher 

than the standard design. 

In the same way the results of Tool B are depicted over time for both power and sound 

performance. The power of Tool B prototypes are shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Averaged power results over time for Tool B. 

 

Seen in Figure 37, the power of the original Tool 2 performs an average power peak of 492 W 

where the tool has been tested immediately after receiving it from factory. After mounting needles 

to the tools Tool 2 drops in the average power test to 417 W meanwhile tests on Tool 1 and 3 

performs 456 and 439 W in average. In the first test round the Cylinder 2 tested on Tool 1 performs 

an increase in power compared to standard design reaching 472 W. Cylinder 2 tested again on 

Tool 2 reaches an average power peak of 480 W which is the highest power achieved in the first 

test round. The Inlet 1 tested on Tool 2 increased, as mentioned in earlier sections, relatively more 

than the Inlet 2 tested on Tool 3. The nominal value of Inlet 2 tested on Tool 3 is higher with its 

465 W than Inlet 1 with its 460 W. Since the power levels do not reach the catalogue value of 500 

W the difference of 5 W may be too small to make a best-design decision, however the sound 

levels of Inlet 1 and 2 are the same. Inlet 2 is therefore taken to the second test round. The 

combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 performs 447 W which is 8 W higher than the standard tool 

test but the lowest power measured on the prototypes. 
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The second test round starting with standard tools, Tool 1, 2 and 3,  performs 463, 474 and 460 W 

which is an increase in power compared to the standard tools tested in the first test round, however 

still achieving lower power peaks than catalogue values. The Inlet 2 tested on Tool 1, 2 and 3 

performs 476, 480 and 481 W which is considered as stable results. The power results shows an 

increase however the nominal values still are beneath the catalogue value. The Cylinder 3 is tested 

once showing no major change in power with the performance of 462 W. The Cylinder 4 being 

the modified version of Cylinder 3 performs a power peaks of 473 and 478 W for Tool 1 and 2 

meanwhile reaching 509 W for Tool 3 in average. Power level of 509 W is the highest averaged 

level achieved for Tool B tests. The combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 4 reaches power levels of 

480, 476 and 485 for Tool 1, 2 and 3 which is an increase to standard tools tested but lower than 

again the catalogue value of an original tool. 

In the same way as for Tool A, the maximum power results of Tool B are presented in Figure 38. 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Maximum power results for Tool B. 
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In comparison with Figure 34 where maximum power of Tool A is shown, Figure 38 contains 

fewer power differences where Tool 2, Inlet 1 in first test round achieved a power peak 10 W 

higher than the average value. Further prototypes showing a higher max power are Tool 2, Inlet 2 

from first test round reaching 8 W higher and Tool 1, Inlet 2 in the second test round performing 

7 W higher than the average power peak. 

The sound generation of Tool B designs are shown in Figure 39. 

 

 

Figure 39. Sound test results for Tool B. 

 

Sound of reference tool generates as shown in Figure 39 a sound level of 83.2 dB where the tool 

has been tested by Target Company.  

The standard tools tested in the first test round shows for Tool 1, 2 and 3 sound levels of 80.7, 80.3 

and 81.1 dB. The Cylinder 2 tested on Tool 1 and 2 generates sound levels of 80.7 and 80 dB. For 
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Tool 3 the Inlet 2 reaches 81 dB meanwhile the combination of Inlet 2 and Cylinder 2 generates 

81.1 dB. 

Results from the second test round shows for Tool 1, 2 and 3, standard design, 80.4, 80.3 and 79.9 

dB. The sound levels measured from Inlet 2 design results in 80.3, 80 and 79.8 for Tool 1, 2 and 

3. Cylinder 3 design generates 79.4 dB for Tool 1 meanwhile Cylinder 4 reaches noise levels of 

80.3, 80.1 and 81.5 dB for Tool 1, 2 and 3. Combining the Inlet 2 and Cylinder 4 generates noise 

levels for Tool 1, 2 and 3 at 80.2, 80.4 and 80.3 dB. 

The power results being depicted in a boxplot seen in Figure 40 shows the final results of the 

second test round. 

 

 

Figure 40. Boxplot for Tool A designs, second test round. 

 

Shown in Figure 40 the power performance of Cylinder 4 performs a mean increase of 21 W, a 

minimum increase of 12 W and a maximum increase of 34 W. Though this are good results the 

catalogue value of 500 W is not reached for the majority of the tests and therefore conclusion of 

tool power improvement becomes harder. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this section the results are discussed and conclusions of the project are presented. 

 

5.1 Discussion 
 

The data and knowledge gained in the project is discussed in this section. 

 

Rounded edges and Sanville’s model 

It can be seen that by adding rounds to the edges of the motor inlet the speed of the motor increases. 

However, the increase of free speed, for successful tests, is much lower than the increase of speed 

at maximum power. This behavior is beneficial since increase in free speed causes higher rubbing 

speed of the vanes and shorter life span of the tool. On the other hand increase in speed at max 

power results in higher max power and better performance. It is therefore desirable to increase the 

max power speed while keeping the free speed low. 

Based on the results of the test for various inlet designs, rounds on motor inlet edges may have a 

speed governing effect. This means that the speed is restricted at high speeds. In this case, a bigger 

increase in max power speed than free speed might be considered as a speed governing effect. The 

phenomenon can be explained with the help of Sanville’s model. As described earlier parameter 

C in this theory is representing the size of the cross section. Parameter b is again affected by the 

shape of the cross section.  

The motor of Tool A is designed so that the flow gets choked at the inlet of the tool while running 

at free speed. In other words the inlet has been used as a restriction to control the flow and the free 

speed. By adding rounds to the edges of the inlet the b factor increases; however, the C factor stays 

approximately constant since the size of the inlet has been kept the same. The change in flow- 

pressure ratio curve by changing b factor for an abstract example is depicted in Figure 41. 

 

 

Figure 41. Effect of b value on the flow through a component. 

 

As seen in Figure 41, at choked flow (when free speed is reached), the flow is equal for both 

configurations. However, at any other point when the flow is not choked, the configuration with 
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rounded edges lets in higher flow. This can explain the increase in max power speed while the 

increase in free speed is lower. 

Concerning how parameter b is affected in a component and comparing a high value of b for Laval 

nozzles it may be concluded that the component has a high b value if the geometry of the 

component makes it possible for the stream lines to easily follow the path. As a result rounded 

edges at an entrance can cause higher b values. 

 

CFD simulation and pressure drop tests 

As shown in Table 5 and Table 8 the results from CFD simulation of the inlet and outlet of the 

tools vary to some extent from the pressure drop test results. One reason behind this could be the 

simplifications made in the simulation not considering wall roughness and adding dummy parts 

for sealing dead volumes in the tools. Another reason could be that the position of the needles does 

not completely match the surfaces where pressure has been measured in CFD. Position of the 

probes has been chosen based on the best place that is closest to the desired point of measurement. 

However the surfaces which have been used for measuring pressure in CFD have been positioned 

close to target points and away from turbulent flow. Furthermore, the probes measure the pressure 

at one point while the simulation measures averaged pressures a cross-section surfaces.  

In order to ensure that the parameter measured in pressure tests is static pressure, it has been 

attempted to position the pressure probes perpendicular to the direction of the flow. However, a 

slight misalignment of the probes can result in errors in measurements of the static pressure. 

Instead of measuring static pressure in the pressure drop tests total pressure would give more 

reliable results of pressure drops in the tools. Due to the total pressure being not dependent of flow 

speed it would be useful to combine total pressure measurement with CFD-simulation, however a 

procedure of total pressure measurement should be developed. 

Despite the difference between the CFD values and test values, the magnitude of losses in both 

test and simulation are at the same order and may be used to verify one another. 

Another way of testing the motor inlet can be using pressure data and flow at another working 

point at a lower running speed. However, the pressure data at this working point is not available 

and requires pressure drop testing on the tool operating in the eddy current brake. This procedure 

is not feasible with the available measuring equipment and would have been too time consuming 

for this project. 

 

Pressure drop over components 

The pressure drop of Tool B shows higher pressure drops over tool inlet, trigger valve and silencer 

which is interesting to analyze for increasing the pressure drop over the motor of Tool B. 

Furthermore, FloEFD analysis of air passages have shown more room for improvement for tool B, 

one reason can be that the flow is higher. Therefore tool B might need a redesign of the valve to 

avoid wake regions. 

The flow for the Tool B is higher than Tool A though having the same trigger valve design and 

size. Thus, the higher magnitude of pressure losses, on Tool B compared to Tool A, may be 

explained by the higher flows in Tool B over the same cross section area as Tool A. Therefore a 

redesign of trigger valve in Tool B should be considered which is mentioned further in chapter 6. 

As seen in pressure drop tests for Tool A and B the Tool 1 has been used for governing the inlet 

pressure for reaching 6.3 bar in static gauge pressure. This has been done through one nipple for 

each tool 1 on Tool A and B which has a different shape compared to the nipples used on Tool 2 

and 3. This may be the explanation to why the static pressure seems lower on all points until the 

silencer for Tool 1 in Tool A since there might be a higher drop in the nipple. The static pressure 
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for Tool B, Tool 1 though does not show any drops as Tool A does which shows that the nipple, 

with same configuration, do not contribute to lower static pressure measurements on Tool B, Tool 

1. 

 

Sound levels of Tool B 

As it can be seen in Figure 39 the sound level of original Tool B is considerably higher than 

reassembled tools or the new designs. On the other hand as shown in Figure 38 the power level of 

reassembled tools and new designs does not reach levels of the Original tools. Therefore it can be 

considered that the lower sound level is related to lower performance of the tools. Comparing the 

flow through the Original tools and reassembled tools shows that all tools have closely same air 

consumption. Thus, the lower sound level cannot be related to low flow through the tool. It may 

be that the motors’ end plates have not been tightly sealed for reassembled tools and new designs 

compared to original tools which have been assembled at the company’s production line. As a 

consequence the inlet air entering the tools may leak around the endplate to the exhaust chamber 

around the cylinder. This can explain both the lower sound level and the low power performance 

of the tools. 

Further on in Figure 39 the lower noise level tested on prototypes may be related to high power 

loss. The sound level on Tool 3 Cylinder 4 however shows a sound level almost 2 dB lower than 

the original reference tool although giving a power level of 509 W in average. As a result, Cylinder 

4 may have some potential in Tool B. 

 

Importance of assembly 

Scattered power test results and the drastic change of power of tools after reassembling the motors 

shows the importance of consistency in assembling the motors. A specific suggested method has 

been used constantly to ensure the proper clearance between the rotor and end plates. It has been 

observed that some motors have been jammed and the rotor has been running in contact with the 

end plate which is most likely related to lack of assembling experience. The friction between the 

rotor and the cylinder or end plate can cause major power losses and it is important that it is 

avoided. 

 

Effect of needles on test results 

One reason behind the low performance of reassembled tools with needles compared to original 

tools can be related to the needles interfering with the flow through the tools. As shown in Figure 

33 the tools of Tool A assembled on new handles without the needles have reached the target 

nominal power of 340 W. However, for tool B, as shown in Figure 37, the power level of 

reassembled tools does not reach the expected nominal power of 500 W even after assembling on 

new handles without needles. It might be concluded that tool B has a more complex design making 

it more sensitive to assemble-related errors. 

 

Importance of manufacturing precision 

As shown in Table 10 a specific design like Inlet 2 on Tool A has proved to be successful on one 

tool and the other prototypes of same design have resulted in lower power values. It should 

therefore be noted that the precision of manufacturing is very important. For example the 

misplacement of exhaust holes on cylinder of tool A can result in leakage between the inlet air and 

exhaust holes or late and inefficient exhaust of the air. Furthermore features such as rounds, radius 

and chamfer sizes may have a significant impact on power and sound level performance.  
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5.2 Conclusions 

 

The knowledge obtained in this project mainly concerns pneumatics, vane motors, simulation, 

design, prototyping, assembling and testing which is considered as a wide range of information 

gathered by the project members. Since the project covers several areas of design methods, the 

goal of knowledge achievement is considered as a success. 

Working with this project has mainly been done by the project members themselves performing 

all tasks. This has been beneficial since it has resulted in practical knowledge; however, the 

accuracy of the study might have been affected by the lack of knowledge in the beginning of the 

project. 

Time planning has been very successful in this project. Deadlines have been fulfilled and delays 

have been resolved in the project which is mainly thanks to good planning, good timing with 

prototype orders to workshop and a good communication with workshop staff about what tools are 

available for quick manufacturing. 

As it has been mentioned in discussion section the biggest challenge in this project has been the 

scattered data and low precision of power tests. Better assembly process and equipment and more 

precise test equipment can enhance the reliability of the outcomes of the project. Regardless of 

this fact, the writers believe that the new designs have shown the potential for optimizing power 

of Tool A and B through modification of motor inlet and outlets. The considerable decrease of 

pressure losses over the rounded inlets modeled in FloEFD can be a reliable base for future 

investigations. 

The tools have performed scattered results on new designs for both tools. However, it is considered 

that the tools have potential and may be improved with some further simulation and prototyping. 

A new design increasing power with 10% for a specific tool (Tool A, Tool 1), and same sound 

levels should definitely be investigated further. 

The possible self-governing effect of the inlet with choked flow is an interesting phenomenon that 

has been observed in some of test results. However, more tests are needed as a future projects in 

order to confirm these observations. 

The highest improvement achieved on the tools has been around 10% in power increase. If higher 

amounts of power increase are the goal for future developments, a radical new design might need 

to be implemented instead of incremental improvements.  

Pressure distribution seen in pressure drop tests and simulation shows a higher pressure drop over 

the motor of Tool A than the motor of Tool B. This difference is due to higher pressure drops over 

components before and after the motor. Therefore the trigger valve is suggested for redesign in 

Tool B. 

As mentioned earlier it has been concluded that assembly of the air tools and air motors are both 

very important and can affect the power output drastically. Avoiding this issue in the time frame 

and limitations of this project may not have been possible. However, it has drawn attention to the 

problem.  

From CFD simulation as well as power tests motor inlet modification seems to be more successful 

for Tool A than for Tool B. This could be to a more complex design of Tool B leading to 

assembling problems, thus the different functionalities of the tools may play an important role. 

Regarding power increase for different tool designs it may be concluded that the method of 

increasing b - coefficient for motor inlet is more beneficial for designs similar to Tool A, where 

flow gets choked at motor inlet, than Tool B, where the flow does not get choked at inlet. Instead 

effort for Tool B can be put on redesign of trigger valve and components where bigger pressure 

drop is spotted in the tool.  
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With increased power level using easy modifications it can be assumed that the mass change of 

the tools can be neglected with the new designs. For Tool A it can therefore be concluded that the 

tool may increase its mass to weight ratio, though more tests are needed. 
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6 FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The effort in this project has been to achieve the goal of optimizing the power with a systematic 

procedure. Vast background research and planning has been done in order to use the resources 

efficiently and to also reduce the chance of mistakes. However, the knowledge and experience 

gained through the project can be used to ease the process of possible future developments and 

contribute to better planning. Some ideas are shared in this following section. 

In this project CFD simulation and power testing have been used to study different designs of the 

inlet of the motor. Another way of investigating the inlets is performing tests based on ISO 6358 

“Pneumatic fluid power”. This standard is developed for “determination of flow-rate 

characteristics of components using compressible fluids” and is based on Sanville’s model. The 

tests can result in better understanding of the effects of different designs and shapes of inlets on 

the characteristics of the flow. However, the method of testing in this standard has been criticized 

since only four points on the ellipse in Figure 12 are measured. As a result, the curve fitted on the 

measured points can lead to errors for calculation of the b and C factor (Beater, 2007). 

Compared to power tests, pressure drop tests can be more precise. As a result investigation of the 

possibility of using pressure drop tests for evaluating performance of the motor can be beneficial. 

The correlation between measured pressure drop over the motor and the performance 

characteristics of the tool need to be studied beforehand. In addition developing a method for total 

pressure drop could be a possible improvement of measuring pressure drop in tools. 

Modeling the performance of vane motors in CFD has not been performed for these tools at the 

Target Company. Considering the development using CFD software, possible time investment in 

this field can lead to better understanding of the characteristics of the tools.  

It has been concluded in this project that proper assembly of the vane motors is very crucial while 

redesigning and testing the tools. Discussions about assembly phase should therefore be initiated 

before the start of the project and decisions should be made based on the available resources. One 

suggestion can be providing assembly tools compatible with the tools which are the subject of the 

project. Furthermore, equipment for measuring the clearance between the rotor and endplates after 

the assembly of the motors can increase the reliability of the assembly process. 

Study of the theories behind the choked flow and characteristics of compressible flow can be 

beneficial for investigation of the idea of speed governing inlet. Power tests with higher accuracy 

are also of importance for further studies. 

Improvement of power test equipment to ensure stable testing can enhance the precision and 

accuracy of test results. The current test equipment is very sensitive to the mounting procedure of 

the tools on the brake. In order to avoid friction related losses, the tool must be aligned properly 

with the brake. Therefore updating the test equipment would be of importance when analyzing the 

performance of the tools. 

More reliable tests can be performed on the tools at the factory where the assembly line is placed. 

The original designs and redesigned prototypes can be sent to the factory and tested further at their 

test facility. It is recommended that the prototypes are not mixed between the tools for better 

tracking of the sources behind the spread power test data in this project.  

Standardization of design of Tool A and B can ease the process of future developments. As it has 

been noticed during the project, Tool B has a more compact and complex design than Tool A 

which leads to difficulties when designing, prototyping and assembling. Thus it can be beneficial 

to start an investigation about the reasons behind this complex design of Tool B and whether it is 

possible to implement Tool A design on Tool B with maintained performance. The Information 

and prototypes provided in this study can perhaps be a starting point of this investigation. 
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As mentioned in discussion section, pressure drop over components of Tool B is higher than Tool 

A. As a suggestion components of Tool B including the trigger valve can be redesigned to in order 

avoid wake regions and pressure drops. Pre assessment of power gained through decrease of 

pressure drops is beneficial. 

Deeper analyze of torque and speed at max power instead of looking solely at power, can result in 

better understanding of the effects of new designs on the performance of the tools. 
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